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Introduction: Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire (CTQ) is widely used for assessing condition-speciﬁc impairments in individuals with carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) or for assessing outcomes after carpal tunnel
surgery (carpal tunnel release [CTR]). A systematic review of its measurement properties can greatly
facilitate its evidence-based use in clinical practice. The purpose of this study was to systematically
locate, appraise, and synthesize the evidence concerning the reliability, responsiveness, validity, minimal
detectable change (MDC), and minimal clinically important difference (MCID) for the CTQ and its scales.
Study Design: This is a systematic review of measurement properties.
Methods: Using predeﬁned keywords, PubMed, CINAHL, PsychInfo, and ProQuest were searched to locate
primary studies that assessed measurement properties of the CTQ. The methodological quality of the
included studies was assessed using a standardized tool. Data concerning the measurement properties
were extracted and synthesized. The pooled estimates for the indices of test-retest reliability, standard
error of measurement, responsiveness, MDC, and MCID were calculated from the included studies.
Results: A total of 34 articles were deemed eligible and included in this review. The methodological
quality of these 34 studies was generally good. Most studies suggested that the CTQ and its scales had
good test-retest reliability and internal consistency. However, few studies found that the Symptom
Severity Scale had more than one factor. The responsiveness of the CTQ and its scales was excellent
across the studies. The pooled estimates for the MDC90 and MCID for Symptom Severity Scale/Functional
Status Scale were 0.72/0.79 and 1.05/1.13, respectively.
Discussion: The results of this review support the use of CTQ and its scales in assessing conditions-speciﬁc
impairments in individuals with CTS or after CTR. However, an effort should be made to review and modify
the content of the symptom severity scale due to multiple reports challenging its unidimensional structure.
Conclusions: The totality of evidence emerging from this systematic review suggests that the CTQ and its
scales provide reliable and valid estimate of impairments resulting from CTS or after CTR.
Ó 2020 Hanley & Belfus, an imprint of Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is one of the most common peripheral nerve injuries resulting from compression of the median
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nerve in the carpal tunnel affecting up to 7.8% of the working
population in the United States.1 Individuals suffering from the CTS
report a unique set of symptoms that include burning, tingling, and
numbness over the thumb, index, and middle ﬁngers of the affected
hand along with muscle weakness. The symptoms of CTS lead to
signiﬁcant personal, societal, and health care burden with the
average time lost from work being 27 days per claimant.1
Measures that provide a valid assessment of impairments resulting from CTS can provide the foundation for clinical decision making
while managing such patients in hand therapy practice. Like any
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other musculoskeletal condition, a myriad of self-reported and
objective measures are purported for assessing impairments related
to CTS. Measurement properties of performance-based measures
such as grip strength2 and Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test3 have
been assessed, and these measures have been found to be extremely
useful in patients with CTS. On the other hand, self-reported outcome
measures (SROMs) such as the Patient Evaluation Measure (PEM),4
the Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH),5 Michigan
Hand Questionnaire,6 Historical-Objective Scale (Hi-Ob scale),7 and
Upper Extremity Function Scale (UEFS),8 are believed to provide valid
subjective reporting of impairments resulting from CTS.
The Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire (CTQ) is a condition-speciﬁc
SROM primarily developed to assess the speciﬁc impairments
experienced by patients with CTS.9 Since its inception, the CTQ has
often been used as a reference standard when validating other
measures in the CTS population.4,5,7 The CTQ assesses CTS-speciﬁc
impairments across the domains of the Internal Classiﬁcation of
Functioning, Disability and Health through its two scales: an 11-item
Symptom Severity Scale (SSS) (body function) and 8-item Functional Status Scale (FSS) (activity and participation). Each item,
across both the scales, has 5 possible response options ranging from
1 to 5 with 1 being no concerns and 5 being the worst status. Individual studies have assessed the measurement properties such as
the reliability, validity, and responsiveness as well as comparative
advantages of using the CTQ over other measures in patients with
CTS.9,10 However, a rigorously conducted systematic review of the
existing literature that outlines the usefulness of the CTQ in different
clinical contexts can serve as a useful evidence-based summary for
hand therapists while using the CTQ in their practice.
In the past, reviews11,12 as well as a review of reviews13 have
been conducted for examining the evidence of the measurement
properties of the CTQ. While being useful sources of information,
the primary literature from which the clinical recommendations
were provided in these reviews did not undergo critical appraisal to
examine the potential risk of bias in their methodology. Leite et al11
as well as Changulani et al12 provided a balanced summary of the
results on using the CTQ in clinical practice but did not weigh the
quality of the literature included in the review. This raises a concern
about the clinical recommendations emanating from such reviews
and their applicability to guide clinical practice. Critical appraisal of
primary studies can facilitate a balanced overview of the evidence
from these studies. A review that adopts a systematic approach in
locating the evidence, uses standardized tools in appraising the
evidence, and provides clinically meaningful interpretation of the
evidence is highly desirable in addressing the knowledge-to-action
gap related to using the CTQ in hand therapy practice.
Purpose of the study
This study systematically located the literature examining the
measurement properties of the CTQ, evaluated the methodological
quality of this literature, and provided recommendations for using
the CTQ in hand therapy practice. Speciﬁcally, the review summarized the literature to provide an overview of reliability, internal
consistency, validity, and responsiveness of the CTQ in different
clinical contexts. The study also provided the estimates of standard
error of measurement (SEM), minimal detectable change (MDC),
and minimal clinically important difference (MCID) in help interpreting the scores of the CTQ in patients with CTS.
Material and methods
Eligibility criteria
Studies published in English where at least one measurement
property was assessed for the CTQ or its scales were included in this

review. No search restrictions were placed related to publication
date of the studies. Studies where the CTQ was used as an outcome
measure to examine the impairment were excluded.
Literature search
Four databases (PubMed, CINAHL, PsychInfo, and ProQuest for
Conference papers) were searched in January 2019 to locate the
studies published on the measurement properties of the CTQ using a
predeﬁned list of keywords. The search strategy used the following
combination of keywords: (Boston Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire,
CTQ, Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire), (psychometric properties, reliability, validity, responsiveness, clinically important change, minimal
detectable change, Rasch analysis, cross-cultural adaptation). Bibliography of the primary studies included in the review and previous
reviews was also screened for locating potentially eligible studies.
Study selection
First, the titles of all the articles retrieved from the search process were reviewed and studies that did not appear to meet the
inclusion criteria were removed. Second, the abstracts of the published studies were reviewed to further determine the eligibility of
the studies for this review. Finally, the remaining studies underwent full-text review, and the ﬁnal list of studies that were eligible
for this review was prepared.
Data collection
The data for each measurement property were synthesized and
compiled from the included studies. The pooled estimates for testretest reliability (intraclass correlation coefﬁcient [ICC]), measurement error [SEM], responsiveness [effect size {ES} and standardized
response means {SRM}], true change [MDC at 90% conﬁdence level
{MDC90}]), and patient-important change (MCID) were derived
from these studies. If the values for MDC were not provided, they
were calculated using the SEM values (MDC90 ¼ SEM * the square
root of 2 * 1.65; MDC 95 ¼ SEM * the square root of 2 * 1.96). If the
SEM values were not provided, they were calculated using the
values for the ICC (SEM ¼ s*the square root of 1r, where r is the
ICC value of the scale and s is the standard deviation [SD] of the
measurement made on the ﬁrst occasion).
To derive pooled estimates, the studies were weighted based on
their sample sizes in that studies with larger sample were weighted
higher. For example, the ICC for the test-retest reliability of the CTQ
was reported in seven studies. First, the total sample size for which
the ICC was reported for CTQ and its scales was calculated by
summing the sample sizes for these seven studies. Subsequently,
each study was assigned a percentage weight based on its sample
size considering the total sample across all seven studies as 100%.
This approach has been adopted in the past in similar reviews.14,15
Assessment of risk of bias
Two independent reviewers (SPM and GWZ) completed the
critical appraisals of the primary studies. The methodological quality
of the studies included in this review was assessed using a standardized evaluation appraisal checklist developed.16 The appraisal
checklist has 12 criteria, each with possible score between 0 and 2, to
quantitatively assess the methodological quality of the studies. The
total appraisal score can range from 0 to 24, with 0 designating the
lowest quality study. The scores of 0 to 24 were normalized to a range
of 0% to 100% with 100% indicating the best quality study. The disagreements that arose between the two reviewers during critical
appraisal were resolved by achieving consensus through discussions.
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The agreement between the reviewers in conducting appraisal was
examined using the weighted kappa, where kappa value of 0.8 was
considered to be strong agreement.17
Results
Figure 1 illustrates the ﬂow diagram highlighting the results of
the search process, screening the search results to locate the
eligible studies, and the summary of appraisal for the included
studies. A preliminary search retrieved one hundred thirty-three
articles of which four were duplicate citations. Of the remaining
129 citations that underwent the review of their title and abstract,
39 articles were considered for the full-text review. Following the
full-text review, 3 were excluded because they assessed measurement properties for other outcome measures and not CTQ18-20 and
2 studies were excluded because they were published in other
languages.21,22 This resulted in 34 articles that met all the eligibility
criteria and were selected for this review.5,9,10,23-53 Table 1 illustrates the characteristics of the studies included in this review.
Table 2 illustrates the results of the critical appraisal in rank
order. The quality of the studies ranged from 38% to 88%, with 14
articles receiving a score greater than 70%. Failure to perform
sample size estimation or rationalization, incomplete documentation of study protocol raising concerns about the bias in the
administration of test and measures, and narrow of scope of psychometric properties assessed were the major methodological
concerns among the studies. The unweighted kappa between the
two raters in assessing the methodological quality of the studies
was 0.84 (95% conﬁdence interval 0.79-0.89).
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Hong Kong Chinese,32 Chinese,41 Japanese,34,48 Korean,35,40,44
Greek,51 Persian,52 Polish,53 and Turkish.19,47 In general, the versions of the CTQ in these languages were created by adhering to the
suggested guidelines for performing cross-cultural adaptation and
translation of the SROM.54 De Smet et al31 assessed the concurrent
validity of the Dutch version of the DASH against the CTQ in patients with CTS. However, it was not clear whether they used the
Dutch version of the CTQ for this purpose. Atroshi et al26 assessed
the psychometric properties of the Swedish version of the CTQ with
14 additional items added to the original version of the CTQ to
determine the improvement after the carpal tunnel release (CTR).
Of the 14 new items, 2 were related to pain and functional limitations due to palmar pain, 8 inquired about the level of satisfaction
with recovery in different CTS-related symptoms, and the other 4
asked patients to comment on satisfaction with the CTR,
improvement in quality of life after CTR, and whether they would
undergo CTR in future or would recommend it to close friend.26
Kim et al40 claimed to perform the translation of the CTQ into
Korean for the ﬁrst time. The results of their adaptation process
showed that the item “opening of jar” from the FSS of the CTQ was
culturally not relevant to the target population; therefore, it was
changed to “opening of screw-topped bottles” in the Korean
version of the CTQ. Also, the item “household chores” was changed
to “household cleaning” in the Korean version because no equivalent word for “chores” could be found in the Korean language.40
Interestingly, Park et al44 also claimed to have translated the CTQ
into Korean for the ﬁrst time but did not report modiﬁcations to any
of the items of the CTQ.

Cross-cultural adaptation

Administrative burden

Several studies had assessed the psychometric properties of the
CTQ or its scales in other languages such as Swedish,26 Spanish,45,46

Two studies reported the time to complete the CTQ. Imaeda
et al34 reported that participants took an average of 5 min and 40 s

Located Citations (n = 133)
PubMed, n = 114
CINAHL, n = 13
ProQuest, n = 4
PsychInfo, n = 2

Removal of Duplicates
After removal of exact duplicates, n = 129

Included for Full Text Review, n = 39

Included
Full-text critical appraisal, n = 34

Excluded at Title/Abstract Review
Not adequate data or not relevant n = 90

Excluded at Full Text Review, n = 5
Articles published in other language, n = 2
Measurement properties assessed for a different
measure, n = 3

Quality summary of appraised primary papers, n = 34
Poor (<50%): n = 7 (20.6%)
Good (51%-70%): n = 13 (38.2%)
Very good (71%-90%): n = 14 (41.2%)
Figure 1. Flow diagram illustrating the search process.
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Table 1
Characteristics of the studies included in this review
Study

Population and measurements

Measurement properties
examined

Study results

Amadio et al 199623

22 patients (12 women and 9 men; mean age 60 [range
33-80] years) completed the CTQ, SF-36, and AIMS2 a
day before CTR and 3 months after the surgery

Concurrent validity
Responsiveness

Amirjani et al 201124

190 patients with CTS (141 women and 49 men;
between 20 and 86 years of age) and 122 healthy
participants (91 women and 31 men; between 20 and
89 years of age) completed CTQ and Purdue Pegboard
Test
100 patients with CTS (141 women and 49 men; mean
age 52  15 years) completed used CTQ and SF-36

Concurrent validity

FSS scores showed high correlations and therefore
convergent validity with AIMS2, SF-36dphysical role,
grip, and pinch strength; SSS and FSS scores were the
most responsive to change compared to the other selfreport or objective measures
The CTQ scores showed divergent relationship with the
Purdue Pegboard Test with low to moderate correlation
coefﬁcients

Atroshi et al 199826

102 patients with CTS (67 women and 35 men; mean
age 52 [range 21-88] years) completed Swedish version
of CTQ and SF-36

Test-retest reliability
Concurrent validity
Responsiveness

Atroshi et al 200927

213 patients with CTS (145 women and 68 men; mean
age of 52  17 and 55  16 years, respectively) of whom
187 were scheduled for CTR-completed 11-item SSS,
brief 6-item SSS, and the QuickDASH
48 patients with CTS (37 women and 11 men; mean age
of 60  14.46 years for the sample) completed the BQ,
DASH, and M2DASH questionnaires before CTR and
twice over the 6-8 weeks after CTR.

Test-retest reliability
Internal consistency
Concurrent validity

Atroshi et al 200725

Bakhsh et al 201228

Concurrent validity
Responsiveness

Validity
Reliability
Responsiveness

Bessette et al 199829

196 patients (69% women and 31% men; mean age
49  15 years) completed CTQ, SF-36, SF-12, and Quality
of Life Rating Scale before and 6 months after CTR.

Responsiveness

Bougea et al 201751

90 patients (75 women and 15 men; mean age
57.3  13.8 years) were classiﬁed on severity level of
CTS using electrophysiological grading. All the patients
completed the Greek version of CTQ, of which half of
patients repeated CTQ within 1 week.
42 patients (34 women and 8 men; mean age 59 [range
21-88] years) completed CTQ and MHQ before and 6
months after CTR.
119 patients (98 women and 21 men; mean age 51
[range 26-60] years) completed Dutch version of the
CTQ and the DASH preoperatively than the DASH was
completed at 1 year postoperatively.
50 patients with CTS (42 women and 8 men; mean age
66 [range 32-81] years) completed the Hong Kong
Chinese version of the CTQ before their scheduled
appointment with orthopedic specialist and again an
hour later.
42 patients with CTS (24 women and 18 men; mean age
55  13 years) completed the CTQ, DASH, and SF-36
before surgery, and of them, 34 completed these
measures again at 6 and 12 weeks after CTR.
57 patients with CTS (41 women and 16 men; mean age
59 [range 53-64] years) completed the CTQ and DASH
preoperatively and 3 months after CTR. Of these, 31 also
completed the CTQ and DASH 14 days after the ﬁrst data
collection session for assessing reliability.
142 patients with CTS (123 women and 19 men; age
range [18-70] years) completed Persian CTQ and the
Persian QuickDASH. The CTQ was again completed 2 to
6 days later.
87 patients with CTS (mean age 58.3  13 years)
completed the Japanese versions of the CTQ, DASH, and
SF-36. Of these, 72 completed the CTQ 1-2 weeks later
and 45 completed the CTQ and DASH 3 months after
CTR.
56 patients with CTS (50 women and 6 men; mean age
55 [range 32-77] years) completed the Korean versions
of the CTQ and DASH before surgery and 6 months after
CTR.

Translation in Greek
Test-retest reliability
Construct validity

Chatterjee et al 200930

De Smet et al 200731

Fok et al 200732

Gay et al 200333

Greenslade
et al 20045

Hassankhani
et al 201852

Imaeda et al 200734

Jeon et al 201135

Responsiveness

Concurrent validity

Translation in Hong
Kong Chinese
Reliability
Internal consistency

Both SSS and FSS showed superior responsiveness
compared to SF-36 scales; CTQ scales had moderate
relationships with health utility index of SF-6D
Both the SSS and FSS showed acceptable reliability and
concurrent relationships between SF-36 scales that
assess similar constructs (eg, physical role); both SSS
and FSS had high responsiveness indices compared to
SF-36 scales with an exception of SF-36 bodily pain
scale
The brief 6-item SSS showed excellent test-retest
reliability and internal consistency. The brief SSS also
showed excellent concurrent validity in assessing
disability when compared with QuickDASH.
Test-retest reliability of the SSS and FSS was deemed to
be good and superior compared to the DASH and
M2DASH. The responsiveness of the SSS and FSS was
good as assessed by comparing pre- and post-CTR
(P < .0001).
Condition-speciﬁc CTQ had much higher
responsiveness compared to generic measures of health
status such as SF-36, SF-12, and Quality of Life Rating
Scale.
The Greek CTQ has high test-retest reliability and
acceptable concurrent validity based on the severity
level of the CTS.

CTQ as well as SSS and FSS had much higher
responsiveness assessed using SRM compared to the
MHQ.
The CTQ scales demonstrated expected concurrent
relationships with high correlations between the FSS
and the DASH and moderate correlations between the
SSS and the DASH.
The SSS and FSS scales of the CTQ showed acceptable
test-retest reliability (assessed using Pearson
correlation coefﬁcients) and internal consistency.

Responsiveness

Of the three measures, the CTQ and its scales had
superior responsiveness indices compared to the DASH
and the SF-36 scales at 6 and 12 weeks after CTR.

Test-retest reliability
Responsiveness

The DASH had slightly better responsiveness compared
to the FSS but SSS had higher responsiveness compared
to the DASH. The CTQ scales showed good test-retest
reliability.

Translation into Persian
Test-retest reliability
Construct validity

The Persian CTQ showed acceptable validity and
reliability. Reliability in SSS was affected by confusion in
language translation of pain, numbness, and tingling.

Test-retest reliability
Factor structure
Concurrent validity
Responsiveness

The CTQ scales showed acceptable reliability and
expected concurrent relationships with the DASH and
SF-36, and superior responsiveness indices compared to
the DASH. However, the results suggested that the SSS
had two factors versus hypothesized unidimensionality.
While the CTQ scales as well as the DASH showed good
responsiveness in detecting change after CTR, the CTQ
scales had much higher responsiveness indices
compared to the DASH.

Responsiveness

S.P. Mehta et al. / Journal of Hand Therapy 33 (2020) 493e506
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Table 1 (continued )
Study

Population and measurements

Measurement properties
examined

Study results

Jerosch-Herold
et al 201136

63 patients with CTS (32 women and 31 men; mean age
60.4  13.5 years) completed the CTQ and several
clinician-administered tests before surgery and at 4 and
8 months after CTR.

Responsiveness

Katz et al 199437

104 patients (70% women and 30% men; mean age 55
[range 25-87] years) completed subset of questions
from SSS and FSS, activities of daily living questionnaire,
and surgery satisfaction questionnaire as well as
underwent testing for grip and pinch strength, static 2point discrimination, and pressure sensibility tests
before surgery and 6 weeks and 3 months after CTR.
216 patients (women:men ratio provided for those
receiving worker's compensation versus those who are
not; mean age ranged from 37.9 to 42.7 years for
different subgroups) with CTS-completed CTQ,
satisfaction questionnaire, and grip at baseline and
again at 6-month follow-up.
66 patients (57 women and 9 men; mean age 54  10.4
years) completed the CTQ before surgery and 3 months
after CTR.
53 patients (45 women and 8 men; mean age 59  12
years) completed the Korean versions of the CTQ and
the DASH before surgery and 3 months after CTR.

Responsiveness

The results suggested that the SSS had excellent
responsiveness and FSS had moderate responsiveness
at 4 and 8 months after CTR; both the scales being more
responsive compared to the clinician-administered
tests.
The results suggested that the SSS and FSS showed
excellent responsiveness compared to grip/pinch
strength or pressure sensibility tests.

67 patients with CTS (50 women and 17 men; mean age
57 years [range 19-88 years]) completed the CTQ, grip
and pinch strength, and two-point discrimination
testing before surgery and at different follow-up
interval after CTR.
123 patients with CTS (104 women and 19 men; mean
age 50.1  8.6 years) completed CTQ.

Reliability
Internal consistency
Responsiveness

99 patients with CTS (85 women and 14 men; mean age
49.5  9.5 years) completed Chinese versions of the
CTQ, DASH, and SF-36 and were tested for grip and
pinch strength. Of these, 51 patients completed the CTQ
within 1 week and 23 completed the CTQ within 3
months after initial assessment.
114 patients with CTS, of whom 87 were nondiabetic
(58 women and 29 men; mean age 46.7 [range 22-72]
years); 27 diabetic patients (21 women and 6 men;
mean age 50.9 years [range 33-73]) completed the CTQ
before surgery, as well as 3 and 6 months after CTR
28 patients with CTS (19 women and 9 men; mean age
38 years [range 28-77]) completed SSS scales of the CTQ
and Katz-Stirrat Hand Diagram
54 patients with CTS (50 women and 4 men; mean age
50 years [range 18-65]) completed the Korean versions
of CTQ, DASH, and ED-5D at baseline, 2 weeks later, and
again at 3 months after local corticosteroid injection.
42 patients with CTS (36 women and 6 men; mean age
54 [range 34-63] years); completed the Spanish
translations of the CTQ and the DASH
42 patients with CTS (36 women and 6 men; mean age
54 [range 25-87] years) completed the Spanish versions
of the CTQ, DASH, SF-36, grip and pinch strength
67 patients with CTS (62 women and 5 men; mean age
49.8 þ 8.1 years) completed Turkish version of the CTQ,
SF-36, Visual Analog Scale for pain, and pinch and grip
strength measures and went on to complete CTQ again
within 7 days.
218 patients with CTS (173 women and 45 men; mean
age 56.8  13.7 years) completed the Polish versions of
the CTQ, DASH, and MHQ. After 14 days, 189 patients
completed CTQ again.

Acceptability
Test-retest reliability
Responsiveness
Construct validity
Minimal detectable
change
Minimal clinically
important difference
Effect size

Katz et al 199638

Kim et al 201339

Kim et al 201540

Levine et al 19939

Lue et al 201550

Lue et al 201441

Ozer et al 201342

Ozyurekoglu
et al 200643
Park et al 201344

Rosales et al 200245

Rosales et al 200946

Sezgin et al 200647

Trybus et al 201953

Internal consistency
Concurrent validity

The results suggested that FSS and SS were internally
consistent and showed expected concurrent
relationships with grip strength (low) and satisfaction
questionnaire (moderate).

Minimal clinically
important difference

Minimal clinically important differences were deﬁned
for the CTQ (0.92), SSS (1.14), FSS (0.74).

Translated in Korean
Reliability
Concurrent validity
Responsiveness

The Korean version of the CTQ demonstrated excellent
reliability (ICC>0.90) and responsiveness indices that
were superior to those of the DASH. However, the CTQ
scales demonstrated moderate relationships with the
DASH.
The CTQ scales showed excellent reliability, concurrent
relationships with the grip strength, and high
responsiveness to change in those who underwent CTR.

Conﬁrmatory factor
analysis

Minimal clinically
important difference
Responsiveness
Construct validity
Reliability
Responsiveness
Internal consistency
Reliability
Responsiveness

Reliability
Internal consistency
Construct validity

Translated to Polish
Test-retest reliability
Construct validity
and reliability

The hypothesized two-factor (symptoms and functions)
model had poor overall ﬁt compared to three-factor
models. The three-factor model of daytime pain,
nocturnal numbness/tingling, and hand function
consisting of 11 items had the best overall ﬁt and
superior reliability and validity.
The Chinese version of the CTQ scales were found to be
acceptable, had good reliability, and showed expected
concurrent relationships with the DASH and SF-36
scales. The SSS showed excellent responsiveness but the
FSS had moderate responsiveness.
The SSS and FSS showed excellent responsiveness in
diabetic as well as nondiabetic patients. However,
diabetic patients required much larger change in both
SSS and FSS to deem themselves “better” compared to
nondiabetic patients with CTS.
SSS excellent responsiveness and a change of 1.04 was
considered indicative of clinically important difference.
SSS and FSS showed excellent test-retest reliability
signiﬁcant, expected correlations between K-CTQ (high)
and EQ-5D (low to moderate) but moderate effect sizes
for responsiveness.
SSS and FSS both showed good test-retest reliability and
internal consistency albeit DASH has superior indices
for these measurement properties.
SSS and FSS demonstrated high responsiveness
compared to the DASH and SF-36.
The SSS and FSS showed acceptable reliability and
internal consistency. The SSS and FSS showed expected
concurrent validity as shown by low to moderate
correlations with pain scale and different subscales of
the SF-36.
The Polish CTQ exhibited excellent test-retest reliability,
internal consistency. Concurrent relationships between
the CTQ with the DASH and MHQ were high.
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )
Study

Population and measurements

Measurement properties
examined

Study results

Uchiyama et al 200748

60 patients with CTS (49 women and 11 men; mean age
60 [range 21-86] years) completed the Japanese
versions of the CTQ, DASH, and SF-36 and also had grip
and pinch strength assessments before surgery and
within 3 months after CTR.
31 patients with CTS (4 male and 27 female; ranging
between 30 and 70 years of age) completed Thai version
of the CTQ.
50 patients with (43 women and 7 men; mean age 56
[range 34-84] years) completed the CTQ, DASH, and
PEM and also underwent testing for grip, key-pinch, and
ﬁlament test before surgery and 1 and 6 months after
CTR.

Responsiveness

The SSS and FSS showed much higher responsiveness
compared to the DASH, SF-36, or grip/pinch strength.

Internal consistency

FSS and SSS had high internal consistency.

Internal consistency
Responsiveness
Validity

The CTQ, DASH, and PEM exhibited high internal
consistency. The CTQ and PEM demonstrated highest
responsiveness to change compared to the DASH at
one-month and six-month assessments. The CTQ
showed expected concurrent relationships with the
DASH and PEM as well as grip and pinch strength
assessments.

Upatham et al 200849

Zyluk et al 201110

SF-36 ¼ Short-Form 36; AIMS2 ¼ Arthritis Impact Measurement Scale; CTR ¼ carpal tunnel release; CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity Scale; FSS ¼
Functional Status Scale; DASH ¼ Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder, and Hand; QuickDASH ¼ shorter version of the DASH; M2DASH ¼ Manchester Modiﬁed DASH; SRM ¼ standardized response means.

(range 2-30 min) to complete the Japanese-CTQ, whereas Greenslade et al5 reported this time to be 5.6 (3.5) minutes for the
English CTQ. No study reported time to complete speciﬁc subscales
of SSS and FSS.

Reliability and internal consistency
Table 3 illustrates the summary of the test-retest and absolute
reliability as well as internal consistency of the CTQ and its subscales in individuals with CTS or those who had CTR. For the testretest reliability, the data have only been summarized where it

Table 2
Methodological quality of the studies included in this review
Study

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total (%)

Atroshi et al 200927
Lue et al 201441
Katz et al 199437
Lue et al 201550
Rosales et al 200946
Amirjani et al 201124
Bakhsh et al 201228
Trybus et al 201853
Bougea et al 201751
Greenslade et al 20045
Jerosch-Herold et al 201136
Katz et al 199638
Levine et al 19939
Sezgin et al 200647
Kim et al 201540
Uchiyama et al 200748
Atroshi et al 199826
Bessette et al 199829
Imaeda et al 200734
Kim et al 201339
Park et al 201344
Rosales et al 200245
Chatterjee et al 200930
Gay et al 200333
Ozer et al 201342
Upatham et al 200849
Ozyurekoglu et al 200643
Atroshi et al 200725
Hassankhani et al 201852
Jeon et al 201135
Zyluk et al 201110
Fok et al 200732
Amadio et al 199623
De Smet et al 200731
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was examined using ICC. The subscales of the CTQ showed good
test-retest reliability with ICC values ranging from 0.75 to 0.95 for
the SSS and 0.79 to 0.94 for the FSS when reassessments were
conducted either in a short term (7 days) or somewhat longer
term (>7 days).28,34,40,41,44,51-53
Atroshi et al26 assessed the reliability of the Swedish version of
the CTQ by assessing differences in the mean scores of SSS and FSS
obtained at an interval of 14 days. These differences were not signiﬁcant suggesting adequate reliability of these subscales.26 The
early research by Levine et al9 that proposed CTQ as a diseasespeciﬁc measure assessed the reliability using Pearson correlation
coefﬁcient (PCC) and found that the PCC values were 0.91 and 0.93
for SSS and FSS, respectively, indicating excellent reproducibility.
SEM values for the SSS and FSS were 0.31 and 0.27, respectively, for
the Chinese version of the CTQ.41 SEM values were calculated from the
ICC values for the SSS and FSS provided in six studies.28,34,40,41,51,53
Internal consistency for the CTQ or its scales was examined
using Cronbach's alpha (CA) in most studies. The internal consistency for the CTQ and its scales was deemed to be high with CA
values 0.80 in individuals treated conservatively for
CTS32,34,44,47,49,51-53 or those who underwent CTR.9,10,26,28,38,40,45
Validity
Table 4 shows the data for validity of the CTQ and its scales
across the published literature. A summary of these data is provided below.
Content validity
Levine et al9 developed the content of the English version of the
CTQ by consulting a group of hand surgeons, rheumatologists, and
patients. Several studies indicated that the SSS has two or more
factors. Lue et al50 found that the factor structure of SSS was unstable in that 3 items (“Do you have numbness in hand”, “How
severe is numbness or tingling at night”, and “How often did hand
numbness or tingling wake you up during a typical night in the last
two weeks?”) had poor factor loadings. They proposed a two-factor
model (nocturnal numbness/tingling and daytime pain) consisting
of 11 items in total for improved precision of measurement. Similarly, the SSS was found to have three-factor structure (nighttime
symptoms, daytime pain symptoms, and functions) in another
study, prompting the researchers to propose a brief 6-item symptom scale.27 Finally, the Japanese version of the SSS also showed
two factors.34 Ceiling and ﬂoor effects were also examined to
ensure the content validity of the Japanese,34 Korean,40 Chinese,41
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Table 3
Summary of literature for the reliability and internal consistency of the CTQ scores
Type of
reliability

Data extracted from the included studies

Test-retest reliability (ICC)
Short term (1-7 days)
0.92 in patients requesting CTR for Korean SSS40
0.94 in patients requesting CTR for Korean FSS40
0.93 in patients requesting CTR for total score of Korean CTQ40
0.81 in patients with CTS for Chinese SSS41
0.83 in patients with CTS for Chinese FSS41
0.75 in patients with CTS for Greek SSS51
0.79 in patients with CTS for Greek FSS51
0.54 in patients with CTS for Persian SSS52
0.77 in patients with CTS for Persian FSS52
Moderate/long term (after 7 days)
0.97 in patients with CTS for total score of CTQ24
0.93 in patients with CTS for Korean SSS44
0.84 in patients with CTS for Korean FSS44
0.85 in patients with CTS for Polish SSS53
0.87 in patients with CTS for Polish FSS53
0.82 in patients with CTS for Japanese SSS34
0.83 in patients with CTS for Japanese FSS34
Undeﬁned reassessment period
0.95 in patients with CTR for SSS28
0.92 in patients with CTR for FSS28
Standard error of measurement
0.31 in patients with CTS for Chinese SSS41
0.27 in patients with CTS for Chinese FSS41
0.15 in patients with CTR for SSS28
0.26 in patients with CTR for FSS28
0.28 in patients with CTR for Korean SSS40
0.24 in patients with CTR for Korean FSS40
0.31 in patients with CTS for Japanese SSS34
0.33 in patients with CTS for Japanese FSS34
0.25 in patients with CTS for Korean SSS44
0.49 in patients with CTS for Korean FSS44
0.39 in patients with CTS for Greek SSS51
0.39 in patients with CTS for Greek FSS51
0.32 in patients with CTS for Polish SSS53
0.34 in patients with CTS for Polish FSS53
Internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha)
0.93 in patients with CTS for Korean SSS44
0.95 in patients with CTS for Korean FSS44 0.84 in patients
with CTS for Japanese SSS34
0.90 in patients with CTS for Japanese FSS34
0.84 in patients with CTS for Hong Kong Chinese SSS32
0.90 in patients with CTS for Hong Kong Chinese FSS32
0.82 in patients with CTS for Turkish SSS47
0.88 in patients with CTS for Turkish FSS47
0.82-0.86 in patients with CTS for Thai SSS49
0.81-0.84 in patients with CTS for Thai CTQ-FSS49
0.96 in patients with CTR for SSS28
0.91 in patients with CTR for FSS28
0.94 in patients with CTR for total scores of the CTQ10
0.92 in patients 3 months after CTR for Swedish SSS26
0.93 in patients 3 months after CTR for Swedish FSS26
0.89 in patients requesting CTR for Korean SSS40
0.90 in patients requesting CTR for Korean FSS40
0.90 in patients requesting CTR for Korean CTQ40
0.90 in patients with CTS for Spanish SSS45
0.91 in patients with CTS for Spanish FSS45
0.89 in patients with CTS SSS38
0.89 in patients with CTS FSS38
0.89 in mixed sample of those with CTS/CTR for SSS9
0.91 in those with CTS/CTR for FSS9
CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; CTR ¼ carpal tunnel release; CTS ¼ carpal
tunnel syndrome; FSS ¼ Functional Status Scale; ICC ¼ intraclass correlation coefﬁcient; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity Scale.

and Polish53 versions of the CTQ. Of 87 individuals with CTS
recruited in the study to validate Japanese version of CTQ, 1 and 5
individuals had ceiling effect on SSS and FSS, respectively, with the
score of 0.34 The Chinese version showed ﬂoor effect (24.2%) in FSS
in individuals with CTS.41 The Korean and Polish versions did not
show ceiling/ﬂoor effects.
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Construct validity
The convergent validity of the CTQ and its scales was assessed by
examining their concurrent relationships with self-reported as well
as objective performance measures across published literature. In
general, the CTQ scales showed expected convergent or divergent
relationships with measures assessing similar constructs. The FSS
consistently showed high correlations (r > 0.70) with the DASH in
patients with CTS who were managed conservatively or had undergone CTR,28,40,41,44,52,53 whereas the relationships between the
SSS and the DASH were moderate to high (r > 0.60) in these
patients.28,40,41,44,52,53 Both SSS and FSS showed low correlations
(r  0.40) with other self-reports that examine diverse constructs
such as mental health or emotional domains of Short-Form 36 (SF36),25,26,34,41,47 EuroQol,44 or Visual Analogue Scale for pain.34,47
The CTQ scales also showed low correlations (r  0.40) with most
measures assessing wrist/hand performance. For example, both SSS
and FSS had low correlations with grip strength (r values between
0.29 and 0.38) in patients with CTS.9,38,41,47 Both scales had low
correlations with pinch strength (r values between 0.15 and 0.26)
with an exception of the inception study of the CTQ by Levine et al9
where SSS showed moderate correlations with the FSS (r ¼ 0.60).
The correlations of the SSS and FSS were low with other performance measures such as two-point discrimination (r values of 0.15
and 0.42),9 Semmes Weinstein Monoﬁlament testing (r values of
0.17 and 0.24),9 or Purdue Pegboard test (r values of 0.10
and 0.45).24
Known-group validity
Amadio et al23 assessed known-group validity of the SSS and FSS
by comparing their presurgery and 3 months after CTR. These
within-group comparisons revealed signiﬁcant differences in the
scores for both these scales (P < .01). The score of 1.95 on the Greek
version of SSS discriminated those patients with CTS with low
grading versus those with high grading on electrophysiological
studies with sensitivity/speciﬁcity of 75.5%/68.3%.51
Responsiveness
The responsiveness of the CTQ and its scales assessed using ES
and/or SRM is synthesized in Table 5. The responsiveness of the CTQ
was examined in the published literature in patients who underwent CTR. Most studies supported the responsiveness for the total
scores of CTQ in patients who underwent CTR with ES/SRM
exceeding 0.8 with assessments conducted before surgery to as
little as 1-month follow-up10 to up to 1-year follow-up after CTR.31
In particular, the ES for the total score of the CTQ ranged between
0.92 and 1.9810,29,33,40 and the SRM ranged between 1.10 and
1.56.10,29,30,33,40 The responsiveness of the SSS was also found to be
good as shown by the ES/SRM consistently >0.08 (the highest being
2.4) across 17 studies with assessments conducted before surgery
and up to 1-year follow-up interval.5,23,25,26,29-31,33-36,40-42,46,48 The
reported ES and SRM for the FSS varied widely. Although many
studies deemed the FSS to be highly responsive with ES/SRM values
between 0.80 to 1.26,25,26,33,35,37,42 several found FSS to be less
responsive with low ES/SRM low (<0.80).31,33,34,40,41
MDC and MCID
Table 6 shows the extracted information concerning the MDC
and MCID for the CTQ and its subscales across the published
literature. Kim et al39 found that the minimal meaningful change
3 months after CTR was 0.92 for the total score, 1.14 for the SSS
subscale, and 0.74 for the FSS subscale. In addition, Ozer et al42
examined MCID for the CTQ subscales in individuals with or
without diabetes who had underwent CTR. The results showed
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Table 4
Summary of literature for the validity of the CTQ scores
Type of validity

Data extracted from the included studies

Content validity
The Japanese34 and Chinese50 versions of the version of the SSS were found to have 2 factors, whereas FSS was deemed to be
unidimensional.
Marked item redundancy observed on the item response analysis and SSS was found to have three factors resulting in authors
suggesting 6-item SSS27
Convergent or divergent construct
validity (PCC or Spearman rank
correlation)
With DASH/QuickDASH

With MHQ
With SF-36

With VAS
With EQ-5D

With grip strength

With pinch strength

High correlation (r ¼ 0.77) with SSS in patients with CTS28
High correlation (r ¼ 0.87) with FSS in patients with CTS28
Moderate correlation (r ¼ 0.63) for Chinese SSS in patients with CTS41
High correlation (r ¼ 0.75) for Chinese FSS in patients with CTS41
Moderate correlation (r ¼ 0.54) for Japanese SSS in patients with CTS34
High correlation (r ¼ 0.80) for Japanese FSS in patients with CTS34
High correlations for Korean SSS in patients with CTS before (r ¼ 0.87) and after (r ¼ 0.80) receiving corticosteroid injections44
High correlations for Korean FSS in patients with CTS before (r ¼ 0.87) and after (r ¼ 84) receiving corticosteroid injections44
Moderate correlations (r ¼ 0.61) for Korean SSS in patients requesting CTR40
Moderate correlations (r ¼ 0.67) for Korean FSS in patients requesting CTR40
Moderate correlations (r ¼ 0.67) for the total scores of the Korean CTQ in patients requesting CTR40
Moderate correlation (r ¼ 0.64) for Persian SSS with QuickDASH in patients with CTS52
High (r ¼ 0.70) for Persian FSS with QuickDASH in patients with CTS52
High correlation (r ¼ 0.71) for Polish SSS with DASH in patients with CTS53
High (r ¼ 0.81) for Polish FSS with DASH in patients with CTS53
High correlations for Polish SSS (0.72) and FSS (0.76) in patients with CTS53
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.20 with mental health scale to as high as r ¼ 0.64 for bodily pain scale of the SF-36 for
Swedish SSS in patients with CTS scheduled for CTR26
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.29 with emotional role scale to as high as r ¼ 0.70 for physical role scale of the SF-36 for
Swedish FSS in patients with CTS scheduled for CTR26
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.33 with physical functioning scale to as high as r ¼ 0.64 for bodily pain scale of the SF36 for Swedish SSS in patients after CTR26
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.34 with mental health scale to as high as r ¼ 0.67 for bodily pain scale of the SF-36 for
Swedish FSS in patients after CTR26
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.23 with physical function scale to as high as r ¼ 0.66 for bodily pain scale of the SF36 for Japanese SSS in patients with CTS34
Correlations ranging from as low as r ¼ 0.19 with physical function scale to as high as r ¼ 0.63 for bodily pain scale of the SF36 for Japanese FSS in patients with CTS34
Moderate correlations with physical functioning scale for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.55) and FSS (r ¼ 0.54) in patients with CTS47
Moderate correlations with physical functioning scale for Chinese FSS (r ¼ 0.48) in patients with CTS41
Moderate correlations with physical role scale for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.54) and FSS (r ¼ 0.40) in patients with CTS47
Moderate correlation with emotional role scale for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.40) and low correlation for FSS (r ¼ 0.29) in patients
with CTS47
Low correlations with mental health scale for Chinese SSS (r ¼ 0.28) and FSS (r ¼ 0.22) in patients with CTS41
Moderate correlations with bodily pain scale for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.63) and FSS (r ¼ 0.44) in patients with CTS47
High correlation with bodily pain scale for Chinese SSS (r ¼ 0.72) in patients with CTS41
Moderate correlations with Japanese SSS (r ¼ 0.40) and low correlation for FSS (r ¼ 0.23) in patients with CTS34
Moderate correlation for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.51) and low correlation for FSS (r ¼ 0.38) in patients with CTS47
Moderate correlation for Korean SSS in patients with CTS before (r ¼ 0.64) but high correlation after (r ¼ 0.70) receiving
corticosteroid injections44
Moderate correlations for Korean FSS in patients with CTS before (r ¼ 0.49) and after (r ¼ 0.43) receiving corticosteroid
injections44
Poor correlation for SSS (r ¼ 0.38) but moderate correlation for FSS (r ¼ 0.50) in patients with CTS9
Poor correlations in patients with CTS receiving (r ¼ 0.32) or not receiving (r ¼ 0.30) workers' compensation38
Poor correlations for Chinese FSS (0.35) in patients with CTS41
Poor correlations for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.29) and FSS (r ¼ 0.36) in patients with CTS47
Moderate correlations for SSS (r ¼ 0.47) and for FSS (r ¼ 0.60) in patients with CTS9
Poor correlations for Turkish SSS (r ¼ 0.226) and FSS (r ¼ 0.15) in patients with CTS47
Poor correlations for Chinese FSS (0.22) in patients with CTS41

Known-group validity
SSS (mean difference of 1.33  0.76; P < .01) and FSS (mean difference of 1.33  0.76; P < .01) were signiﬁcantly discriminative
of the subgroups of patients before CTR and 3 months after CTR23
Greek SSS score of 1.95 discriminated those CTS patients with low grading versus those with high grading on
electrophysiological studies with sensitivity/speciﬁcity of 75.5%/68.3%51
CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; CTR ¼ carpal tunnel release; CTS ¼ carpal tunnel syndrome; FSS ¼ Functional Status Scale; DASH ¼ Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder, and
Hand; EQ-5D ¼ MHQ, Michigan Hand Questionnaire; PCC ¼ Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient; SF-36 ¼ Short-Form 36; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity Scale; VAS ¼ Visual Analogue
Scale for pain.

that the MCID for SSS/FSS was 1.45/1.95 and 1.55/2.05 for 3month and 6-month follow-up, respectively, in individuals
with diabetes who had undergone CTR.42 Similarly, MCID for SSS/
FSS was 0.8/1.25 and 1.6/1.45 for 3-months and 6-month followup, respectively, in individuals without diabetes who had undergone CTR.42

Pooled estimates of measurement properties
Table 7 shows the pooled estimates of indices for test-retest
reliability (ICC), standard error of measurement, responsiveness
(ES and SRM), true change (MDC90 and MDC95), and clinical
meaningful change (MCID). The pooled estimates showed that the
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Table 5
Summary of literature for the responsiveness of the CTQ scores
Measure of responsiveness
Effect size
Large (0.8)

Medium (0.4-0.79)

Standardized response means
Large (0.8)

Medium (0.4-0.79)

Data extracted from the included studies
Total score of CTQ
1.98 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR29
1.3 and 1.71 for assessments conducted at 0-6 weeks and 0-12-weeks after CTR33
1.02 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR40
0.92 for 0- to 1-month reassessment interval and 1.29 for 0- to 1-month reassessment interval after CTR10
SSS
2.4 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR25
2.1 for Swedish version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR26
2.03 for 0- to 3-months assessment interval after CTR37
1.07 for Korean version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR40
1.74 and 1.96 for assessments conducted at 0-6 weeks and 0-12 weeks after CTR33
1.41 for Spanish version for 0- to 12-weeks assessment interval after CTR46
1.4 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR35
1.27 and 1.28 for assessments conducted at 0-4 months and 0-8 months after CTR36
1.12 for assessment intervals that ranged from 0-3 months to 0-9 months after CTR41
1.08 for Japanese version for 0- to 3 month assessment interval after CTR48
0.99 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR34
>0.8 for 0-3 months and 0- to 6-month assessment intervals after CTR42
FSS
1.05 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR33
1.0 for 0- to 3-months assessment interval after CTR25
0.94 for Swedish version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR26
0.9 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR35
0.86 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR37
>0.8 for 0-3 months and 0- to 6-month assessment intervals after CTR42
Total score of CTQ
0.41 for 1- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR10
FSS
0.77 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR40
0.71 and 0.68 for assessments conducted at 0-4 months and 0-8-months after CTR36
0.7 for Spanish version for 0- to 12-week assessment interval46
0.63 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR48
0.56 for assessment interval that ranged from 0-3 months to 0-9 months after CTR41
0.48 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR33
Total score of CTQ
1.56 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR29
1.26 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR10
1.22 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR30
1.21 and 1.66 for assessments conducted at 0-6 weeks and 0-12-weeks after CTR33
1.10 for Korean version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR40
SSS
2.02 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR40
1.9 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR25
1.75 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR23
1.75 for Spanish version for 0- to 12-week assessment interval46
1.7 for Swedish version for 0- to 12-week assessment interval26
1.67 and 2.01 for assessments conducted at 0-6 weeks and 0-12-weeks after CTR33
1.5 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR35
1.33 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR30
1.07 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR5
1.05 for Dutch version for 0- to 1-year assessment interval after CTR31
1.03 for Chinese version for assessment interval that varied between 3 and 9 months after CTR41
1.00 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR48
0.85 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR34
FSS
1.26 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR23
1.1 for Korean version for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR40
0.98 for 0- to 6-month assessment interval after CTR30
0.96 for Korean version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR40
0.94 for Swedish version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR26
0.9 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR25
Total score of CTQ
0.74 for 0-1 month and 1- to 6-month assessment intervals after CTR10
FSS
0.76 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment intervals after CTR48
0.74 for Korean version for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR40
0.70 for Japanese version for 0- to 3-month assessment intervals after CTR34
0.62 for 0- to 3-month assessment interval after CTR5
0.62 for Chinese version for assessment interval that varied between 3 and 9 months after CTR41
0.51 for Spanish version for 0- to 12-week assessment intervals after CTR46
0.46 for 0- to 6-week assessment interval after CTR33

CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; CTR ¼ carpal tunnel release; CTS ¼ carpal tunnel syndrome; FSS ¼ Functional Status Scale; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity Scale.
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Table 6
Evidence regarding the minimal detectable and clinically important changes for the CTQ and its scales on the score ranging between 0 and 5 points
Measure of change

Data extracted from the included studies

MDC
MDC95
MCID

0.86 for Korean version of SSS and 0.75 for FSS at 1-week retest interval in patients with CTS39
Total score
0.83 in patients assessed 6 months after CTR29
0.92 in Korean version in patients assessed 3 months after CTR39
1.04 in patients assessed 3 weeks after steroid injection for CTS43
SSS
0.8 in patients with CTS without diabetes and 1.45 in patients with CTS with diabetes 3 months after CTR42
1.55 in patients with CTS without diabetes and 1.6 in patients with CTS with diabetes 6 months after CTR42
1.14 in Korean version in patients assessed 3 months after CTR39
FSS
1.25 in patients with CTS without diabetes and 1.95 in patients with CTS with diabetes 3 months after CTR42
1.45 in patients with CTS without diabetes and 2.05 in patients with CTS with diabetes 6 months after CTR42
0.74 in Korean version in patients assessed 3 months after CTR39

CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; CTR ¼ carpal tunnel release; CTS ¼ carpal tunnel syndrome; FSS ¼ Functional Status Scale; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity Scale.

CTQ as well as both its scales had good test-retest reliability (ICC of
0.95, 0.85, and 0.86, respectively, for the total score, SSS, and FSS)
and responsiveness (both ES and SRM exceeding 0.8 for the total
score, SSS, and FSS). The pooled MDC90 and MDC95 were 0.71 and
0.85, respectively, for the SSS scores and they were 0.79 and 0.94,
respectively, for the FSS scores.
Discussion
This review provides a comprehensive summary of the measurement properties of the CTQ across the published literature. The
results of this review suggest that the CTQ is a robust measure for
assessing condition-speciﬁc impairments in individuals with CTS or
those who are recovering from CTR and has excellent body of evidence supporting its measurement properties. A few studies raised
concerns about the multidimensional structure of the SSS, especially the items in the SSS that inquire about nocturnal as well as
daytime symptoms had two-factor structure.27,34,50 Clinicians
should consider MCID of 1.05 and 1.13, respectively, for SSS and FSS
while evaluating change at 3 months after CTR. Being a conditionspeciﬁc measure, there was relatively less diversity in patient
populations in which the measurement properties of the CTQ were
examined. This enhances the generalizability of the results of this
review.
The CTQ has been recommended as a preferred measure in individuals with CTS or CTR in previous reviews.11,12 Leite et al11
adopted a systematic search process to locate the literature on
the measurement properties of the CTQ and, however, did not
pursue critical appraisal of the literature to balance their recommendations in view of the quality of primary studies. Changulani

Table 7
Pooled estimates for selected measurement properties for the scores CTQ and its
scales
Measure

ICCa

SEMa

ESb

SRMc

MDC90d

MDC95d

MCIDe

CTQ
SSS
FSS

0.95
0.85
0.86

0.30
0.34

1.41
1.51
0.81

1.33
1.39
0.82

0.72
0.79

0.85
0.94

1.05
1.13

CTQ ¼ Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire; ES ¼ effect size; FSS ¼ Functional Status Scale;
ICC ¼ intraclass correlation coefﬁcient; MCID ¼ minimal clinically important difference; MDC90 ¼ minimal detectable change at 90% conﬁdence interval; MDC95 ¼
minimal detectable change at 95% conﬁdence interval; SSS ¼ Symptom Severity
Scale; SEM ¼ standard error of measurement; SRM ¼ standardized response means.
a
ICC and SEM.28,34,40,41,44,51,53
b
ES.25,26,33-37,41,42,46,48
c
SRM.5,23,25,26,30,31,33-35,40,41,46,48
d
MDC90 and MDC95.28,34,40,41,44,51,53
e
MCID.29,39,42,43

et al12 provided a narrative summary for using the CTQ in clinical
practice without conducting a systematic search process to locate
literature or performing appraisal to determine the methodological
quality of the literature on the CTQ. Poor methodological quality of
primary studies threatens internal validity of their results, thereby
impacts generalizability of the evidence to clinical practice. Second,
both these reviews were conducted over a decade ago and there has
been signiﬁcant proliferation of literature concerning the measurement properties of the CTQ.10,24,25,27,28,30-32,34-36,39-42,44,46,48-50
Finally, Hoang-Kim13 addressed the methodological quality of the
literature while conducting their review but did not provide estimates of measurement properties from across the literature such
that they facilitate decision making while using the CTQ in clinical
practice. On all these counts, our review provides a comprehensive
and updated summary of evidence concerning the measurement
properties of the CTQ in view of the methodological quality of
primary studies and provides pooled estimates for measurement
properties which should be helpful while using the CTQ.
The English as well as other language versions of the CTQ did not
reveal any concerns with comprehension. Barring few changes to
ensure cultural and semantic equivalence,40 most translated versions retained the content of the English CTQ which shows the
relevance of its items across different cultural contexts. Atroshi
et al26 added several items to the Swedish CTQ to examine the
satisfaction in symptoms after CTR. However, these added items
have not been validated in the English or any other language versions of the CTQ. While using the conventional 15% threshold for
considering ceiling or ﬂoor effect of the CTQ,55 only the FSS of the
CTQ-Chinese demonstrated ﬂoor effect (24.2%).41 It is logical to
assume that individuals with long-standing CTS would have greater
concern with wrist/hand functions. The average duration of CTSrelated impairments was 2.5 years in individuals recruited in the
study41 which might be a possible reason for ﬂoor effect observed
in the FSS of the Chinese version. Of note, no study has examined
the ceiling/ﬂoor effects for the English version of the CTQ and its
scales. This is an important knowledge gap that needs to be
addressed in future.
While we acknowledged that the initial research by Levine et al9
that conceived the CTQ used PCC as an index of reliability, we have
only extracted the data where ICC was used for assessing test-retest
reliability. The PCC only examines linearity of the relationship between two sets of scores and in turn quantiﬁes this linear relationship. Therefore, the PCC does not address the variability in the
scores of the CTQ obtained at two separate time points which induces a systematic error. The ICC addresses this variability by
computing the ratio of between-subject and within-subject variability between two scores obtained by different raters or different
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time points.56 The pooled estimates of the ICC for the total score of
the CTQ as well as SSS and FSS were >0.85 suggesting that the CTQ
and its scales have good test-retest reliability in assessing CTSrelated symptoms and functional deﬁcits across a variety of clinical contexts. Most studies assessed the reliability of the CTQ over a
relatively short retest interval of 1 to 7 days28,40,41 with few other
with retest interval of up to 2 weeks.34,44 Shorter retest intervals
ensure a level of consistency in patients' reported experiences of
their symptoms and functional impairments, thereby minimizing
systematic error in data acquisition.
Standard error of measurement is a commonly used statistic for
assessing absolute reliability for a given score of an outcome
measure. The SEM is a function of test-retest reliability (ICC value)
and variability (SD) of scores for that measure. The lower the ICC
and/or greater the variability, the larger the measurement error is
for a given score. Most studies, with an exception of one,41 did not
examine the SEM for CTQ or its scales. However, we were able to
calculate the SEM for SSS and FSS using the indices of ICC and SD
provided in few of the studies.28,34,40,44 Our pooled estimates of
SEM for SSS/FSS were 0.30/0.34 and were comparable to the only
study that provided estimates of SEM for SSS (0.31) and FSS
(0.27).41 Similar to most measurement properties, SEM is dependent on clinical context and sample for which it was established.
Given the paucity of research outlining the SEM separately for those
with CTS or the ones being assessed after CTR, we propose using the
SEM values of 0.30 and 0.34 for SSS and FSS, respectively, as further
research reﬁnes these indices.
Most studies suggested that the SSS and FSS are internally
consistent with coherent items as indicated by the CA > 0.80. The
CA values of >0.90 are viewed as a concern because they indicate
item redundancy thereby providing narrow mapping of domain of
interest.57 Interestingly, the CA values for both scales were <0.90
when assessed in subgroups of patients with CTS managed
conservatively26,32,34,47,49; however, the values were consistently
>0.90 when assessing patients who were assessed after
CTR.10,26,28,40 It is difﬁcult to explain this trend because individuals
in both these subgroups likely experience similar set of impairments albeit the symptoms and functional deﬁcits might be
somewhat less intense in those with CTR. Nonetheless, the CTQ and
its scales have adequate internal consistency for use in individuals
with CTS or those after CTR.
All three studies that conducted factor analysis clearly identiﬁed
two-factor structure for SSS.27,34,41 Two of those studies assessed
the factor structure of Japanese34 and Chinese versions41 of the
CTQ. The recommended guideline is to recruit at least 10 participants per item for a multi-item scale to precisely assess factor
structure of a scale.58 Both these studies recruited much lower
sample (87 and 99 participants, respectively) for assessing the
factor structure of 19 composite items across the two scales of CTQ.
Atroshi et al27 recruited requisite number of participants (N ¼ 213)
while assessing factor structure of the CTQ. Despite the limitation of
sample size across two of these three studies, there was a
consensus across three studies that the SSS has a two-factor
structure with one factor mapping the nocturnal symptoms and
the other assessing daytime symptoms. Atroshi et al27 even offered
a shorter 6-item SSS that adheres to the tenet of unidimensionality;
however, there has not been much uptake on the shortened version
at least in the realm of outcomes research concerning CTS. An
optimal solution would be to validate the ﬁndings of multidimensionality of the English version of the SSS, identify redundant items
within it, and examine the consistency of these ﬁndings with those
postulated by Atroshi et al.27
Most articles that assessed the construct validity of the CTQ and
its scales with other self-reported measures examined their relationships with the DASH28,34,40,41,44 and the SF-36.25,26,34,41,47
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Expectedly, the FSS showed high correlations (r > 0.7) with the
DASH given that both assess disability resulting from CTS symptoms. Given the high concordance between the DASH and the FSS,
the DASH likely provides adequate mapping of disability resulting
from CTS. Considering that the SF-36 assesses multiple domains to
determine overall health status, moderate to low correlations
(r  0.7) observed between the SF-36 and CTQ scales were not
surprising. Mainly, the emotional role and mental health scales had
low correlations with the CTQ scales (r values between 0.22 and
0.40) which clearly highlighted the divergence in the domains of
interest between scales of the SF-36 and CTQ. The scores for CTQ
and its scales had low correlations (r < 0.40) with measures
assessing functional performance such as grip strength,9,38,41,47
pinch strength,9,41,47 or Purdue Pegboard Test.24 Perceived impairment and actual performance often do not match. Therefore, it is
important for rehabilitation practitioners to examine both the selfreported impairment and functional performance to obtain a
broader overview of disability and address speciﬁc treatment
needs.
Measures that are responsive to change in patient's status
facilitate decision making regarding treatment effectiveness,
prognosis, and resumption of activities/occupations that were
restricted due to disease symptoms. The scores for CTQ and its
scales demonstrated high responsiveness with ES and SRM values
consistently exceeding 0.80 in patients with CTS or those after
CTR.5,23,25,26,29-31,33-36,40-42,46,48 This is important considering that
the CTQ is a condition-speciﬁc measure with presumably high
mapping of patient-centered concerns in those with CTS or CTR.
High responsiveness yields a further advantage to CTQ when decision regarding choice of measure needs to be made to determine
CTS-related impairments.
Some studies have provided the MCID values for total score of
the CTQ.29,39,43 Nonetheless, clinicians should use the MCID values
for the two scales while determining change in status due to clearly
pre-established factors based on two scales. Our pooled estimates
of MCID for the SSS (1.05 points) and FSS (1.13 points) should assist
clinicians in designing short-term goals relating to patient's
symptoms and functional status. MCID is derived from anchorbased assessment of change where patients indicate whether
minimal change has occurred in their status. MDC provides
distribution-based assessment of change derived from variability of
the recruited sample making it context dependent. The inference of
MDC may not be accurate when used in a different clinical context.
Therefore, clinicians using the CTQ should prefer MCID over MDC
when designing treatment goals for individuals with CTS or after
CTR.
Although we used a standardized systematic review design for
conducting this review, our study has a few limitations that need to
be outlined. First, we cannot be certain whether our search
captured all the relevant articles despite adopting a comprehensive
search process (eg, predeﬁned search terms, hand search of relevant professional journals, hand search of bibliography of articles
included in the review). Second, the relevant data from the primary
studies were extracted by entry-level physical therapy students. To
overcome this, we trained these students to conduct the data
extraction at the outset and also had them complete pilot data
extractions for practice and review. Both the senior authors (SM
and GWZ) checked the accuracy of data extraction by matching the
content of data table with the relevant articles. We hope this process minimized any systematic bias in the data extraction process.
Finally, we only accepted articles that were published in English.
This may have resulted in omission of some relevant articles published in other languages.
Though the results of this review suggest that there is excellent
evidence to support the measurement properties of the CTQ, there
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are important knowledge gaps that can clearly raise some caution.
Several studies have identiﬁed two factors (nighttime symptoms
and daytime symptoms) for the SSS, but still there has been limited
attempt to address this measurement issue. Atroshi et al27 provided
a shorter 6-item version of the SSS but this brief version has not
been tested in different context nor it has made into routine clinical
practice. Future research should either build a stronger evidence for
this shortened SSS or consider fragmenting the SSS into two
separate scales and assess their measurement properties. Along the
same lines, no study has conducted Rasch analysis of the CTQ. Rasch
procedures can identify the items that are misﬁt especially in the
SSS, provide an assessment of factor structure of the CTQ, and
facilitate calculation of scaled score for the CTQ scales which might
be more accurate compared to the raw score. Furthermore, MCID
may provide a useful matrix to set short-term goals; scores for the
CTQ scale that suggest Patient Acceptable Symptom State (PASS) are
yet to be determined. The PASS score indicates the level beyond
which patients consider themselves well and dissatisﬁed even as
they may have mild residual symptoms.59 This forms the end point
of care in most patients. The PASS values for the CTQ scales can be
valuable especially because CTS is a chronic condition where
management of symptoms is often the primary goal versus looking
for absolute resolution of impairments.
Conclusion
The CTQ is a condition-speciﬁc self-reported measure that is
commonly used for assessing impairments in individuals with CTS
or those who undergo CTR. In general, a large proportion of studies
(27 of 34) were of good to very good quality with quality rating of
>50%. The CTQ and its scales provide reliable and valid assessments
of condition-speciﬁc impairments in those with CTS and are recommended for use in clinical practice. This review has also provided pooled estimates for SEM, MDC, and MCID for the CTQ and its
scales which will be useful for clinicians in integrating CTQ in
clinical practice.
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JHT Read for Credit
Quiz: # 713

Record your answers on the Return Answer Form found on the
tear-out coupon at the back of this issue or to complete online
and use a credit card, go to JHTReadforCredit.com. There is
only one best answer for each question.
# 1. The study design is
a. RCTs
b. a systematic review
c. qualitative
d. a case series
# 2. The authors sought to appraise the __________________ of the
CTQ
a. MCID and MDC
b. validity and reliability
c. responsiveness
d. all of the above

# 3. The CTQ is typically used to assess
a. outcomes after carpal tunnel release
b. impairments from carpal tunnel syndrome
c. a and b above
d. none of the above
# 4. Almost ________ articles were found
a. 25
b. 35
c. 75
d. 95
# 5. The authors endorse the clinical use of the CTQ
a. true
b. false
When submitting to the HTCC for re-certiﬁcation, please batch your
JHT RFC certiﬁcates in groups of 3 or more to get full credit.

